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said Kobe Bryant we will associate with him is closely related to the Black Mamba, its powerful style is like death of the king cobra,
the game will mercilessly knock down the opponent. In this pair of Kobe across the exposure of 11 can be said to be very consistent
Black Mamba image, using the full version of the upper spiral around the snake, this is the first time for the expression of this series,
careful observation of the words can be found at the tongue texture is true to life, the snake image besides the heel is also in
possession of what kind of inspiration in it, let us look forward to the official further information disclosure! 

source: Hupu

year engraved Air Jordan believes that all concerned information, previously disclosed AJ 5 Chuanfeng after exposure of some color
now will be launched next year heavyweight engraved information, everybody is familiar with the Air Jordan V Air Jordan VIII white
and purple color and color also have a bunny, a new Air Jordan 1 white green gold color, do not know these engraved shoes which is
one of the most popular attraction? 

source: sneakernews

LeBron X Low new color exposure, black shoes, shoes, shoes, dynamic fly line and end with orange red lining, and the 10 generation
high version has launched "lava" color is quite similar, so dazzling color regardless of the presence or wear take a daily combat is a
very good choice. There is no relevant information on the new colour scheme, so please continue to follow the follow up report. 

source: Nike LeBron

with innovative technology to help athletes better Nike along the way to at the same time in the creative design is with the enthusiasm
of all, constantly striving for a breakthrough, this weekend will officially meet with you Kobe 9 Elite is the best evidence. 
The process of development of 
for more than two years, Nike creative director Eric Avar has always maintained close cooperation and Kobe Bryant, from design to
production, the number of sides meet about 15 times, spend countless time and effort to discuss the design of each micro Nike Kobe
9 Elite Masterpiece. 

this article will be Nike designer Eric Avar perspective to interpret Nike Kobe 9 Elite Masterpiece this extremely breakthrough
basketball shoes nine design details. The details of the design for Nike 

nine designer Eric Avar to explain 

KOBE INSIGHT #1: I want to be able to clearly feel the changes on the pitch 
Eric Avar: we have built a thin, lightweight, lightweight outsole with a thickness of less than 3 cm, with the sole Lunarlon cushioning
insole instead of the midsole. 

results: the combination of the two makes the foot more close to the ground, giving a more rapid, responsive and extreme sense of
place. 

Eric Avar: the shoe collar area is made of Flyknit knitting technology, lightweight and strong enough to give the ankle adequate
coating and support, and you hardly ever feel it. 

result: ultra high cylinder settings do not have any restraint on the ankle, but there is still a considerable degree of flexibility to provide
natural rhythm and fit of the foot. KOBE INSIGHT #3: 
sign, with personal characteristic elements 

Eric Avar: the nine red embroidery line at the heel represents the surgical suture. 
The results of 
: a suture line represents the Kobe Bryant on its own is also great commitment to the fans, even suffered serious injuries of Achilles
tendon rupture, remained resolute attitude, he will say goodbye to the injury haze, return to the court. 

Eric Avar: through the knitting structure, like second layers of skin like touch, and with Flywire technology to bring good dynamic
locking 
feet>



as early as last December, the first exposure of the CLOT x Nike Lunar Force 1 '10th Anniversary' joint hop shoes recently officially
unveiled. This design idea from Hongkong artist Edison Chan (Edison) 10th anniversary mileage brand CLOT, with Lunar Force 1 as
the base, light gray Hyperfuse Loopwheeler vamp modeled on the towel cloth washing texture; feet inside and outside the Nike
LOGO with red and blue changes, the same concept also appears in the insole, equipped with Lunar midsole and rubber outsole,
and presents on the tongue and heel visible CLOT exclusive LOGO. A series of joint shoes was sold publicly at designated stores in
April 16th. 

source: Highsoniety

The 
Air Jordan Lite? 2012 to? Air Jordan 2012 modified versions, like broken glass like shoe pattern increased a lot of characteristics
for the shoe visual effect, certainly in terms of performance is very high performance, the price is not Air? Jordan 2012? That the
release of three too high to be reached. Color provides reference for love? Air Jordan 2012 foot but does not need additional
replacement system of this pair of friends, absolutely can join your account list!! 

source: sneakernews
?

Air Jordan was born in 1985 1 yuan color, since the original engraved 1994 since, after 21 years, although already launched the
same color in 2013, but due to the tongue and heel logo Jumpman is different from the OG version of the upcoming version more
authentic. 

back in the last year and the year before last engraved version of OG Air Jordan 1 'Bred' and 'Royal', the 'Chicago Bulls' overall high
tube number, and then outline similar with three groups of black, white and red shoelaces respectively, Air Jordan 1 Retro High OG
"Chicago Bulls" in Taiwan the tentative in May 30th officially on sale, KENLU.net will sell the whole system stores on the previous day,
are interested in prospecting shoe lock attention. 

source: HYPEBEAST
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